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THE EFFECTS OF FOOD DEPRIVATION ON DISCRIMINATION LEARNING

I N PSYCHOTI C CHI LDREN

Rowland Moore Lorimer

ABSTRACT OF THES I S

The purpose of the present study was to examine the

effects of two manípulations of food deprivation on the acquisi-

tion of a simple visual discrímlnation ín psychotic children.

In addítion, attention was given to the contríbution of position

habi ts to errors made i n acgu i si t ion.

Twelve subjects ranging in age from flve to nine years

were gíven a ser¡es of simple discrimination tasks in order to

investigate the effects of eíghteen hours (Experiment | ) and

four hours (Experiment I l) food deprivation. A number of

performance measures were taken and position responses were

recorded.

The trends in the data suggested that there may be a

decrease in the number of trials requíred to learn a task as a

result of food deprivation. The resuìts indicated that there

uras ã non-signif icant increase in the correlation between

response latency and other more direct measures of acquísitíon

ín the food deprived group. lt also appeared that Ss tend to

revert to positíon choices as a function of the length of tíme

it took them to learn the task. A number of suggestions were

made but no definíte conclusions were drawn.
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CHAPTER I

I NTRODUCT I ON

The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of

hunger on acquisition of a discrimination habit in psychotic

chi ldren. In addition, attention was given to the contribution

of position habíts to errors made in acquisÍtion on a discrim-

i nation task.

Treatment probl ems wi th psvchot i c pat i ents

The problem of developing techniques that are effective

ín the treatment of psychotic children has receíved increasing

attention in the past few years. Behavior therapists, following

the lead of Eysenck, to/olpe, and Skinner, have rePorted án

impressive number of changes toward improvement in the behavior

of psychotÍc chíldren. In essence, their approach involves

replacing bízarre or psychotic behavior with more appropriate

responses. 0ther investigators including Wolfe, Risley, and

Mees (1964) and Ayllon and Haughton (1962) also have shown that

the behavior of psychotic children can be altered through

condítioning. The problem facing therapists at present is to

develop new behavioral techniques and improve the ones presently

in use. The present study examines a possible method for the

improvement of the general technique, namely, the control of

primary drives in an attempt to facil itate the conditioning

process in dísturbed Patíents.

The general I iterature on conditioning provides ample

evidence of successful conditíoning of all types of human Ss
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(Uf lmann and Krasner , 1964) from aged, long term resÍdent

schizophrenic patients (Ayllon and Haughton, 1962) to four

month old trnormalrr infants (Brackbil I , 1958). This I iterature
has served as a basis for cl iniciansF expectations that they

could teachrrnormal responses'r to psychotic or disturbed

patients, However, most of their attempts of teaching such

responses have been limited by attention to a síngle response,

use of a single reinforcing stimulus, and appl ication to a

single patient at one time (Ayllon, 1963; Ayllon and Michael,

1959; Baer, 1962; lrli | | iams, 1959; and tlolfe Risley and Mees,

1964). More recently however, Ayllon (1965) has expanded this
procedure somewhat by employing groups of !s and groups of Es,

In essence, the procedure he has used has been to giverrtoken

reinforcementsr¡ to a ward of patients for the performance of
certain desirable acts. The frequency of these acts ís re-

corded and compared to a prevíously recorded baseline or a

period in which no reinforcernents are given.. The difference
in the performance between these two periods is taken as evi-
dence of the success of the technique.

An experimental design such as Ayllonrs (1965) is useful

for the investigation of incentíve motivation incurred by varÍous

trial-related variables such as reinforcernent. However, at no

time does Ayllon relate the effects of a particular method

employing !s under different levels of motivation induced prior
to testing. lf behavior therapy is to be fully investigated,

this aspect of the phenomenon cannot be overlooked. Consequently,
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(g)

(!) raultipl icitively to produce excitatory potential (E) and that

response strength (B) depends upon the value of E, ês syrnbol ized

in equation 1,0,

(t'o¡
two equations are necessary as follows:

(t"t)

the present study explores the manipulatîon of Ss by drive

in the form of food deprivation.

Drive as a theoretical construct

Hulf (1943) proposed both that I energizes habit strength

B=(E)=(p)x(H)
In a two response sítuation

-El = (!) x (-Ht) and

E2 = (!) x (He)"

ln a Êwo choice situation this becsnes:

-Et - E2 = (9) x (!l - l't2). (1"3)

As symbolízed by equation 1"3, the probability of the occurence

of the stronger habit will íncrease wíth Íncreasing ! and with

increasing difference between -Hl and !2. Hul I has proposed that

the above eguations describe post acguisition performance, 0n

the other hand, learningo as represented by the construct habit

(S!¡) ís not a function of 9, but a functÍon of number of

rei nforcement, and stimr¡lus-response asynchroni sm, The hypo-

thesis that I in the form of food deprivation is not a relevant

variable in habit acquisition has been both supported and

refuted by studles employing both rats and human Ss.
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The investigation of drÍve in anÍmal experiments

Animal studies supporting the hypothesis that there are

no g effects on learnfng have generally reguired Ss, under vary-

ing amounts of food deprivation, to make sÍmple choices (Elsrnan,

Asimow, and È4altzman, 1956) or to perform simple operants such as

pressíng a bar in a Skinner Box (Brown,1956; Strassburger, 1950)"

Those studies refutÍng the hypothesis have generally reguired !s
to perform multiple-choÍce tasks (Meyer, l95l; 0¡Kelly and Heyer,

!951) or to run straíght alleys (Barry, 1948; Campbell and

Kraeling, !954; 0tKelly and Heyer, 1948). ! effects have usually

been observed on measures of vigour of response or response

duration. Changes ín these measures have been attributed to a

heightened orienting response (Campbell and Kraeling, 1954)"

Cotton (1953) and King (1955) suggest that this heightened

orienting response is a result of fewer competing responses

ínterfering with the performance of !s under high !, In surTilnary,

whether facilitory effects of g are observable appears to depend

upon whether the performance measure taken ís affected by

competing responses0

The investiga.tion of drive in human experiments

Few investígations have been carried out to study the

effects of food deprivation on the learning behavior of human

Ss. Insteadrrinvestígations have been dÍrected towards descríb-

íng the effects of emotional ly based drive on behavior. Contrary

to Hull¡s postulates, the work of Spence (1956, 1960) appears to
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indicate that D does have an effect on learning.

In a series of investígations of Manífest Anxiety (4) as

measured by the Manifest Anxiety Scale (Taylor, 1951), Spence

(tgSA, 1960) concludes that 4 åffects acquisitíon ín the manner

that Hull proposes of post acguísition perforrnance in equation

1.3, 0n simple tasks A facilitates acquisition because the

required response is prepotent in the lrs hÍerarchy. 0n d¡ffí-
cult tasks 4 does not facilitate and may inhibit acquísition as

the response required is one of a seríes of responses of egual

strength all elícited by the experimental situatÍon.

ln a further elaboration:,of I and its effects on perform-

ance, Spence (Chapter 2u 1956) distlnguishes between two differ-
ent types of g, appetitional and emotional. In consideríng

their differences he does not suggest that either affects per-

formance di f ferently f rom l'lul lrs ( 1.3) postulate. However ¡t
should be noted that the studies of Spence on emotionally based

-q represent a cornparison of two inherently different types of

!s, high A !s and low A ls, performíng under the same conditions.

Studies of other types of g such as hunger represent a compari-

son of two equívalent groups of !s under varying experímentally

rnanipulated condÍtions. lt Ís possible therefore that an inher-

ently high Å I makes various adjustments to an inherent level of

A which a norrnal ! under ä manipulated level of emotional or

appetitÍonal P does not. In order to examine possible differ-
ences in the effects of these two types of D (i"e. inherent and

manipulated), related studies done by Eysenck and his co-workers
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h,¡ll no!ú be reported and compared to the studies of Spence.

Eysenck (1964) reports a number of investigations in

which the effects of situationally induced I were explored. A

high level of I was induced by telling Ss that their performance

would determíne the¡ r acceptance into an apprenticeship prograrn

for which they were apptying. Lowg Ss were already in the pro-

gram. High D !s showed Íncreased autonomic responses and better

performance on a number of learníng tasks (Feldman, 1964i

Willet, 1964ar Willet, 1964b; Willet and Eysenck, 1962). The

most interesting result of these studies was that each demon-

strated the facilitory effects of D at every level of task

d¡fficulty investigated. That ís, increasing task difficulty
did not prevent observation of the facil itory effects of !. Thus

the formulations of Spence were not supported in the above

studies of situatÍonally induced D, although they aPPear to be

valid in his own investigations of Manifest Anxiety. Because

comparable tasks were employed in the studies of Eysenck and

Spence, the conflicting findings cannot be contributed to task

variables. They Dêy, however, be the result of the differential
effects of inherent D and situatÍonally induced I on performance.

ln addition to the studies of emotionally based drive,

there are al least th,o relevant sutdies in which the effects of

food deprivation on the conditioning of human Ss have been in-

vestígated. For instance, Franks (1957) found that 20 hours of

food, drink and smoking deprivation did not affect the eyeblink

rate of the apprenticeship candidates used in the Eysenck

studies (1964), Epstein and Levitt (1962) inrrthe only study'l
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that has been done on the directive effects of primary drive on

learning ín human Ssrt(p.130) found that hunger (defined as the

state of !s just before the evening meal ) increased the rate of

acquÍsitíon, as measured by trials to criterion, of a word

memorization^, task over that of Ss tested fol lowíng the evening

rnea | ,

In surlmary, the studíes employing human !s indÎcate that

the effects of g depend partially on the operatíor¡al def inition
of g employed. lnherent A appears to facilitate performance

only of simple tasks, Sítuationally induced I appears to

facilÍtate the performance of nearly all tasks regardless of

task d¡fficulty, Although food deprívatíon appeared to facílÍ-
tate 5s¡ performance on soÍne tasks used by Epstein and Levitt
(1962), ín general¡ êvidence gained fronr the food deprivatíon

studies is equÍvocal.

D i scrimi nation Learni ng

As the results of the above empirical studies on complex

tasks ínvolving the effects of A, situationally induced g, and

food deprivation are inconsistent wÍth Hullrs theoretical formu-

lations, it is necessary to examine further the multiple-choice

si tuation ín relatÍon to the effects';ref D, The simplest example

of thÍ s í s the two-choice dî scrirni nation task. Each stimulus

Ín the two-choice situation has a generalization gradient as

shown in Figure 1,
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Figure 1. General izatíon gradients of a two-choíce dis-
criminatiòn situation, high and low D.

These gradients represent the property of stimuli simílar to a

conditioned stÍmulus (CS) to evoke the same resPonse as evoked

by the CS, The strength of the response to the simÍ lar stimulus

íncreases with increasing similarity between it and the CS, In

Figure 1, bot,h the distance between the peaks of the two curves

and the shape of the two curves represent the d¡fficulty of the

discriminationn Í.e. the greater the distance between the two

peaks the easier the dÍscrimination and, the less the amount of

overlap of the thro curves the easier the discrirni nation.

!n a discrimínatíon task the effect of I ís both to

energize the organism and to broaden the generalizatíon gradient

in a multiplicative fashion as shown by the broken lines ín

FÍgure 1. In a discrimïnatÍon sitr¡ation I facilitates perform-

ance according to Hull!s equation (1,3), but ¡t also hinders

performance by broadening the generalization gradients. In an

easy discrimination ! Íncreases the overlapping of the gradientso

but not enouEh to overcome the stronger energizing function

(Hul I , 1.3). Thereforen in an easy task I faci I itates discrim'

ination performË¡nce, ln a diffíct¡lt discrímination D
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substantially Íncreases the overlaPping of the two curves'

enough to overcome the energizing function. Therefore, in a

d¡fficult discrimination g produces a performance decrement,

Yerkes and Dodson (1908) have proposed a law which sufisnarizes

thÍs interaction between task and dríve. This law states that

for every task there is a maximum facilitory stimulus Íntensity

above and below whÍch discrimination is more d¡ff icult.
The Yerkes-Dodson analysís of maxímum facilitory stimu-

lus strength is supported by evidence from studíes by Cole

(1911) and Dodson (1915), Both Cole and Dodson have manipulated

physícal stimulus ¡"ntensities and have found that íncreased

stimulus intensity facil itates learnÍng of a discrimination

task. Coleo however, had dífficulty finding the maximum por"nt,

He has postulated that it rnight have been at a physiologÍcally

damagÍng level for the task which he was employing.

l,lore recently Broadfiurst (1957), Easterbrook (1958), and

Gray (1965) have manipulated subjective stimulus strength by

the appl icatíon of D variables, Broadhurst and Easterbrook have

interpreted their results as supportive of the Ylerkes-Dodson

hypothesis, although they, líke Coleo had d¡fficulty determining

the poÍnt of mazimum facilitory stÍmulus strength' Gray does

not refer dírectly to the Yerkes-Dodson hypothesis, but he has

found ! facftítory at several levels of task difficulty"
In suffinary, discrimination studies in which I is manipu-

lated show, as Yerkes and Dodson predÍct, the effects of D on

l-.'I
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performance depend partly on the difficulty of the task. Al'
though there are few ínstances in which the maxÍmum facilítory
stimulus intensity is exceded, there is no eVidence that sug-

gests that there is not a maximum facilitation point for every

task. Part of the usefulness of the Yerkes-Dodson analysis lies

in its appticabllity to more complex situations than the two-

choice discrimination task" Appl ication of this analysÍs to

the studies of more complex situatÍons reported earlier usíng

both anírnal and human !s allows more defÍnÍte ídentifícation of

the relevant varÎables in those sítuations,

DÍ scrími nation analvsi s of complex learni ng

The studies of Spence (1956,1960) and the studies of

Eysenck (1964) consÍdered separately are amenable to analysis

on the basis of the Yerkes-Dodson law, but considered ín com-

bination they are not, To íllustrate, Spence has stated that

Ínherently high A !s perform r¡rorse than inherently low A !s in

serial rote learning (Flontague, 1953); hourever, Eysenck and

WarwÍck (1964) have found that !s under high situationally in-

duced I perform better than !s under normal D, Thls, Eysenck

and Warwíck report, occurs on both easy and difficult serial

rote learning tasks, This inconsistency between the findings

of Spence and those of Eysenck and Warwick strongly suggests

qualitative differences between these two types of emotionally

based ,p, ( inherent and situational ly induced).

Animal investigatíons show thât D is instrumental in
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reducing competing responses thereby faci | ítating perforrnancee

Competing responses can be said to have approximately the same

intensity as the required response in a low D condÍtion thus

hindering perforaance (see Figure 2). High g however energizes

the reguired response ðs this response is lnstrumental in de-

creasing the induced drive state. This is analagous to Hullrs

explanation of the strengthening of a habit by high 9. Conse-

quentlyn under high Dn overlapping of the gradients of the

response required by the gradients of the competing resPonses

becomes much less prevalent and learning is facilitated.
onse required under high I

&*ompetlng responses
,\ 

l \
t\\

F i gu re 2, The ef f ects of 
^ 
compet i.ng resPonse: . ?nd the i r

generalizãtÍon gradients under high and low I condítions'

D í scrimi nat ion performance of psyqbo't ¡s Ss: a spec ial case

As this study is concerned with psychotic chíldren, it
is necessêry to examine how they differ from normal 9s with

respect to their learning performance. Spence (1956, 1960) and

Mednick (1955u 1958) hypothes¡ze that psychotic 5s have a much

higher anxiety level than norrnal !s ( i, e, one degree higher

than high A normal gr), The relevance of this hypothesis is

that, according to the discrimlnation analysis presented, the

phys ical val ue of the maxirnum fac i | Í tory st irnul us strength wi | |

(Ð +¡
u¡.-curoeo-o
Ul+,ocú,-
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be lower for psychotic ss. Mednick stated that schizophrenic

Ss also have a broader generêl ization gradient ( íncreased over-

tapping of stimulus general izatíon gradients) than normal Ss'

This means that facilitation for psychotÍc !s would occur only

on tasks somewhat easier than those at the maxirnum faci I itation

poi nt for normal !s, As cowden (1962) has found that anagrams

of three different levels of d¡fficulty were too complex to

show the effects of stress on the performance of schizophrenic

lsn the task chosen for this study htas considerably less com-

plex than the anagrams used by Cowden"

Discrimination perforînance also al lows the recording of

as¡ additional measure, latency, The foregoing discussion of D

effects on discrimÍnation learning was concerned impl icitly with

direct measures of acquisition such as number of trials to cri-

terion and number of errors, Yet both Hul I (tgSZ) and Spence

(1g56j postulate that response time is inversely related to

absolute response frequency, Empinical evidence indicates that

this inverse relatíon is not as strong as one might exPect from

the postulates of Hull and Spence. Ketlogg and Walker (1938),

ín a study on the classical conditioning of a flexÍon resPonse'

report a latency-amplitude correlation of 'O,22 and a latency-

f re{iuency correlation of -0" 18" Campbel I and Hi lgard (1936),

ín a study on classÎcal conditioning of an eyeblink response

i n human Ss, report a l atency- afnP l i tude correl at i on of -0' 15 and

ure of dri ef fects on d i scr imi neliq¡--l-eelnj
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a latency-frequency correlation of -0.54. Both these sets of

correlations are low for at least two reasons: (l) the distri-
butíon of latency scores is positively skewed ( in cornParison to

a relatÍvely normal distribution of other resPonse measures) and,

(2) latency scores Ínclude extraneous effects such as competing

responses and incomplete responses. These two conditions can

be corrected byr ( I ) employ ing å,,atency rec iprocal s to correct

for the positive skewness of the distributíon of the latency

scores and, (2) employíng a level of I to decrease the effects

of competing responses (Cotton, 1953; King, 1955)"

Several investígators have attempted to reduce the

effects of competing responses in hurnan !s by exerting various

controls on the testing si tuation (Buss, l95O; Kel logg, 1931i

Laberge, 1961i Wollen, 1963). They have reported a high Ín-

verse relation between total response frequency and response

latency. Wollen examined a discrimination situatÍon and found

that total response frequency btas inversely correlated with

response latency. In other wordsn choíce tirne ( the tíme re-

guired for I to choose a response) decrease systematically with

the number of choices S has already made. This finding suggest-

ed that a sirni lar decrease as a function of I might be found in

the present study, In order to examine this possíbility, ccrn-

parísons h,ere made of both reciprocal latency scores between

groups and latency versus trials to criterion wíthin grouPs.

Both these co¡nparisons aid ín the examination of the effects of
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direct csnparison of tr¡als to criterion be-

coßparisons should adequately test the hy-

The purpose of the present study was to investígate the

effects of hunger on the performance of psychotÍc Ss in a two-

choice discrimination task, Because Yerkes and Dodson (1908)

postulate that there is a maximum facilitory stimulus strength

which, accordíng to Mednick (1955) and Spence (1956, 1960'),

would be more easi ly exceeded by psychotîc 9s, two seParate

experlments t\tere used to investigate two manÍpulations of q

which for the sake of convenience will be denoted as high g in

Experiment l, and as moderate ! in Experiment ll.
Experiment l. Experirnent I investi gates the ef fects of

l8 hours food deprivatíon on discrimination perforrnance' lt
was hypothesized that !s under l8 hours food deprivatíon would

learn a two-choice díscrimination task in fewer trials than Ss

under no deprivatíon.

The task chosen for this study was a simultaneous tv¡o-

choice di scrimi natlon task i n whlch tl'¡e stimulus dimensions of

f igure, colour and positíon v\rere i rrelevant and a shading-non-

shadÍng dimension selected as the relevant cue. As well as a

npretrainíng¡r task which equated the Eroups on discrimlr¡atÍon

performance a task, response training (RT), htas designed and

administered to Ss to insure that all Ss woufd respond under
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normal g to the apparatus when the stimul i were presented. Sími-

tarly a second task, response dÍfferentiation (RDl, was admini-

stered (l) to insure that !s could make the easiest possible

discrimÍnation; (2) to reduce the interfering effects of irre-

levant response tendencies such as Position Preferenceso The

administration of these two tasks (RT and RD) suffÍciently mani-

pulated the lst hierarchy so that a hypothesis of facilitory D

was considered justified (Spence, 1960),

Experiment !1, Experiment l! investigates the effects

of 4 hours food deprivation, i n conrparison to no deprivatíono

on the performance of a two-choice di scrimi nation task. The

hypothesis was the same as that ín Experiment ¡, i.e' Ss under

4 hours food deprívation would !earn a two-choice discrimination

in fewer trials than Ss under no deprívatíon. A slightly dif-
ferent experimental design was used from that in Experiment l.
As the formulations of Yerkes and Dodson, and Mednick, consider-

ed in combinatÏon, support the conclusion that the point of

rnax¡mum facilltation for these !s is lower than for normal !t,
this second experiment represents an attempt to ensure that a

facilitory level of ! will be investigated" In this second

experiment the task chosen was a simultaneous two-choice dis-

crimínatÍon in which the dimensions of figure, colour, and posí-

tion were irrelevant andn unl ike ExperÍment l, the dímension of

shape was the relevant dimension.

As Cowden UgAZ) has found a great variability in per-
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for¡¡ance within a cl inical category !s were assigned to rnatched

groups in both Experiment ! and Experiment | | to Prevent the

occurrence of sPurious group differences' The criteria used

in this assignment of Ss to matched grouPs were language

developgent, â9ê, and performance on the pretraining task' The

basis for the use of age and language development comes fron¡

Gollin and Liss (tgø2}1 who studied the effects of age on dis-

crimination performance and the pilot study for this thesis

whÍch suggested that language development is a relevant variable

intheacquÍsitionofadiscriminationtâsk'

lGoll¡n and L¡'ss
reverse -d i scr imi nat ion
4 years)"

that older chi ldren learn
younger chi ldren (8 Years

have found
faster than

a
vs



CHAPTER I I

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS: EXPERIMENT I

1 " METHOD

Subj ects

Eight male and four female !s between the ages of 5,7

and 8,25 from Peter Pan Ward of Thistletown hospital htere as-

signed to two groups matched for ê9er language development and

performance in pretraining. Al I !s were diagnosed as psychotic,

autisticr oF atypical schizophrenic by the ward psychiatrÍst.

Apparatus

Discriminanda, described ín Table l, consistíng of indí-

vidual sl ides containing two stimulus f iEures, were projected

by means of a Kodak Carousel projector onto the rear of two

adjacent acryl íc sheet screen (Perspex Opal 030) each four

inches sguare. ! was seated at arm length frqn the screens on

the opposite side from the projector. By pushing on either the

left or the ríght screen with his fingers, S could indicate his

choice of one of the tt'ro stimul i presented simultaneously on

the two panels. A non-correction procedure uras used throughout

the experiment. By means of a code punched on each sl ide and

a photocell systeme each response hras recorded as correct or

ineorrect on either of the two counters. At the same time a

relay system n¡oved the projector ahead to a solid slide which

showed as blank on the two acrylic panels" This provided an

intertrial interval which consísted of the length of tirne it
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ïable I

Task Descrîption and Schedule of Acjmînisfraflon

c
o.: Name of f ask Sf ïmu | Î
o>oñØa

Relevant lrrelevanf
d imens ion d ímens lon

Í i pretraÎning toy tree beneath colour posíf ion
yel low and black
box tops 4roxzÌtxl!r
varied in posÌtlon

2 no testing

3 no tesf i ng

4 no tesl Îng

2 5 Response unpatterned whif e [ Îght tao¡tr

Trainîng (RT) | ighf to both
pane I s

Response brlght yellort,hue brighlness PositÏon
DifferentÎation to one panel, Ro- and hue
(RD¡ thîng to the other

3 6 lslnífîal Dis- shaded and unshaded shading poslfion
crimTnation(Dt i friangles on red colour

and green grounds to
separate Pane ls

7 no tesf i ng

4 I ExtincfÏon same stîmul î as Dl non-reïnforcement

"YAdministered fo the experímenfal group When îf was under lEhours

food deprivation,
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took the second exPerimenter (EZ, Lorimer) to record the positipn

of each response, whether it btas correct or incorrect and Íts

latency (a total intertrial interval ranging from 4 to 6 seconds)'

Latency was measured as the time between the onset of the stím-

ulus tight and 5ts pressing one of the two panels. The first

experirnenter (!t, Lees) meanwhile informed I as to whether his

response was correct saying, ¡tthatts the right onert, oÍ incor-

rect saying, ¡rthatrs the wrong onerr and placed a Kelloggs Corn

Chex in a bowl at S¡s left on each correct resPonse' The neNt

stimulus was presented by EZ when he had comPleted recording

the response measures, irrespective of what ! was doin9.

Exper ímenta! Des i sn

There was one Pretraíning task (not using the apparatus)

and four different tasks performed on the apparatus. As two of

the four tasks performed on the apparatus hrere completed in one

testing session there was a total of four testing sessions' The

training schedule is presented in Table l" Pretraining, RT and

RD were all essentially pretrainÎng tasks as explained in the

introduction, Task 3r initial discrimination (Dl)' was designed

to measure the differences in speed of acquisition between the

experimental group (E) and the control grouP (g). Task 4,

extinction, measured the number of trials taken by S to stop

respondÍng to the stimuli" Task 4 d¡ffered from a normal ex-

tinction task in that Ss received an Ínstructional change'

!s were told that they would not receive any reÍnforcement for
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tinued according to the críterÍa in Table 2, This occurred

either at seven successive correct trials, at the end of eighty

tríals, or l'hen two or fewer resPonses occurred withÍn five

mi nutes.

Table 2

CrÍteria for Termination of Training

Task Critería for Termination of Training

Pretraining

Response
Tra'ining (RT)

Response 1.
Differentiation (RD) 2,

I ni tial Di scriminationl.

t"
4t.
2,

7 successíve correct

15 trials
Longer I atency than 5

response

7 successive correct
Longer than 5 mi nute

7 successive correct
Longer than 5 minute
80 trí aIs

tríals

mi nutes on one

trials
I atency

trials
I atency(Dt)

Extínction

2.
3.

'l . When S moved away from the stimulus
lightE and indicated that he was not
goíng to respond further.

I I" RESU¡.TS

. Groups were matched on pretraining performance, â9e,

and language development. The data for this are sunünarÍzed in

Table 3. !s not reaching criterion within 80 trials were as-

signed a score of 80 for the purpose of making group compari-

sons. This number was an approximate reflection of the maxí-
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mum number of administrable trial s (wi thi n one session) and

was somewhat larger than the number of trials taken by any

_g to reach criterion. Because inspection of the trials to

criterion data revealed a correlation between group means and

group Variances, a square root transformation was applied to

the individual scores. The effects of food deprivatíon, as

shown in the reciprocal latency and root trials to criterion

data, are surlrnarized in Table 3. ln Task !! there apPeared

Iable 3

Group Comparison before and during Task ,Admínistration

Task Fleasure Mean
Group E,

Mean
Group !

PretraÍning

Extinction

DI

Trials to criterion
Age

Language development ranked
on language competance

Trials to críterion (sq.rt,)
Latency (Ave. recip. )

Trials to ext. (sq, rt. )

Latency (Ave, recip, )

5.0
6y rs.

6.0

5,76
0,366

6,55
0,407

5.8
5 "9yrs "

6,7

6,47
0.298

5.67
0. 449

0.50

0.886
0. 11

0.054
o .286

to be no group differences on mean root trials to criterion and

average rec íprocal I atency ( t, rnatched = 0" 886 and 0 .O54; df=10 ).

The acquisition data were further examined by Víncentizing

(Vincent, lgl2) each Srs acquisítion curve ínto eight equal d¡-

visions for both per cent correct and tatency (Figures 4 and 5).
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Flgure 4 shou'rs a sl ight improvement in per cent correct

over trials for both the experirnental and control grouPs. The

variability of the individuals was reflected somewhat in the

lack of smoothness of both curves. The relatively small differ-

ences between the curves suggest that there were no sígnificant

differences between the grouPs. However, the curves do suggest

that the experimental group was slightly superior.

Figure 5 relates trials to average reciprocal latency in

acquistition" Although there apPears to be a high degree of

vari abi I i ty from tri al block to tri al block thi s vari abi I i ty i s

probably a function of the síze of the graphic unit used for

the latency measure. Latency recïprocals over tríals show a

slight increase which represents on íncreased speed of respond-

ing. Although no significant differences in latency recíprocals

were observed between the grouPs the curves suggest that the

control group was slightly quicker Ín makÍng a response'

Latency and trials to criterion data were also compared,

A Pearson product-moment correlation was appl ied between number

of trials to criterion and average reciprocal latency" For

Group C the correlation was very low, '0,26, but for Group E it

kras hígher, 'O.76n but not significant (r at P = 0.05, =0.811;

df = 4). Because both of these obtained correlations are n<rÈ

signíficantly different from zero and both are negative, It
can be stated that there êre probably no significant differences

between them. The trend ho¡vever, ís for the coeff icÍent of Group
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-E to be higher than the coefficíent for Group !. This trend

in the coefficients between latency and trials to criterion

suggests that the !s in Group E were less variant than !s in

Group ! in their perforrnance as defined by these two aspects

of thei r response.

lnspection of the trials to criterion data for Task Dl

appeared to indicate that some Ss, notably those who learned

slowest, showed a position preference, This occurred in spite

of the fact that no posítion preferences utere observed in RD

(in RD, 1t of the !s made all correct choíces and the twelfth

made one error), As such tendencies (position preferences) have

been identified as Error Factors (Harlow, 1959) a rank-order

correlation was cþlculated to test whether these tendencies were

systematic with respect to the number of trials required to

learn the task. Combining the data across grouPso in acquisi-

tion of Task Dl there was a rank-order correlation of 0.95

(p<0.001, df = 10) between trials to criterion and a ratío de-

signed to measure posÍtion preference:

number of errors made to the preferred side of the apparatus

total number of errors made

A further inspection showed that 5 of the 12 Ss (in general the

slowest learners) made greater than 75 per cent of their errors

to one side of the apparatus. These data strongly suggest that

position tendencies play a ma.lor role in the acquísition of a

more complex (Table | ) and presumably more diffícult discrimin-

ation (q!) of psychotic Ss, Also increased position habits
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appeared in association with slower learning when position ten-

dencies were corrected for total number of errors (P = G.95')

in Extinction there were no significant differences be-

tween the groups (t = O.2g and 0.32, df = l0) as measured by

mean root trials to extinctÍon and average reciprocal latency

(see Table 3). This result is consistent with the acquisition

data.

In summary, there were no signÍficant differences be-

tween the groups on any of the rneasures taken in either acguisi-

tion or extinction.



CHAPTER I I I

D I SCUSSI 0N: EXPERI MENT I

A brief discussion is presented to clarify the results.

However, a full discussion of the results and their implications

follows in the general díscussion.

The hypothesís, stating that there would be differences

in number of trials to acquisition of a discrimination task

betureen the !s who were food deprived and those who were not,

lvas not supported. Al so there were no s ign i f icant group d i f fer-

eRces ín latency measures ( in either acguisÍtion or ext¡nction)

or ¡rumber of trials to extinction.
The acguisítion data are VincentÍzed and i I lustrated ín

Fígures 4 and 5, The data of Flgure 4 suggest a slight constant

superiority of Group E orn per cent correct, However the data

of Figure 5 suggest a slight inferiority of Group E, ín speed of

respondíng. In neither Figure 4 nor in Figure 5 does there

appear to be increasing differences between the curves of the

tr{o groups as a functíon of trials, An increasing difference

between the curves woulld be expected as a result of sunrnating

facilitory effect of g over trials. Therefore there is no

basis on which one migfrt expect a trend toward increased speed

of acguisition as a function of 9"

Although the discriminatíon data showed no differences

in speed of acquisitÍon due to food deprivatíon, ¡t seemed

certain that deprivation had some other effects on the experl-
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mentêl !s, Just following meal tíme on Day 5 (the day of depri-

Vat¡on), two of the six experimental Ês showed sqne verbal ag-

gression. one S directed his hostility to the ward psychiatrist

sayíng, ItThat Doctor Ward, he doesnrt know how to handle us

chíldrenrr, A second ! said to a staff member, lrJohnr You should

be ashamed of yourself. I missed ham, corn ...'r A third !
complained on the morning after the day of deprivation that he

wanted torrtake his stomach outn, while a fourth banged his

head against a wal I immediately prior to and fol lowing testing

on Day 5. This behavior ceased upon his entering the dining

area fol lowing test ing.

These behaviors suggest that food deprivation evoked

some anxiety in the !s. Three of the experimental !s were sick

to their stomachs on Day 5, two írrnediately fol lowing testing

and one just before testing. hlone of the control Ss was síck

at any time during the study. As thís sickness also occurred

on the fírst day of deprivation in the pilot study for this

thesis the Es Ìvere aware of íts Possible reoccurrence in the

present study. tn the pílot study howeverr Oñ the second non-

successíve day of deprivation sickness did not occur. At that

time it was thought that the sickness of the Ss on the first
day of deprívation was partly attributable to ward staff anxiety

brought on by the novelty of the deprívation technique. There-

fore, âs the deprívation period for the present study was the

third opportunity the staff had had to deal wíth the depriva-
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tíon technique (two in the pilot study) it was decided that no

day of deprivation administered prior to the beginning of the

study was needed.

Whatever the cause of the anxiety ín the !s it Provides

a possible explanation of the lack of differences between the

groups, lt is Possible that as a result of (1) the inherent

excess 4 in these psychotic !s (Mednick, 195il; G, the added

hunger I plus situational anxiety as the result of the depriva-

tion technigue, the level of I exceeded the hypothesized maxi-

mum facilitory value proposed by Yerkes and Dodson (1908).

The effects of I might have produced facilitation for faster

learníng Ss and inhibition for slower learning 9s. This

rnight have prevented the statistical identification of any group

dífferences as a function of increased D.



CHAPTER IV

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS: EXPERIMENT I I

I. METHOD

Sub i ects

The Ss !{ere the same as those of Experiment I' The six

!s asslgned to Group I of this exPeriment þrere half from Group

E and half from Group C of the first êNperiment. Group l-l- had

the remaÍning six !s, three 9s from each of Groups ! and 9.

Group ! and Group ll urere matched in terms of discrímination

performance in ExPeriment !.

Apparatus

The apparatus was the one used in Experiment l, however

the stimuli were different. In Task 1 red and yellow stars and

squares were used; ín Task 2 blue and green círcles and hearts"

All had black dots in the centre. Colour, shape and position

îctere each varied randomly, the only restriction being that each

poss¡bíl ¡ty of each dÍrnensÍon occurred exactly 50 per cent of

the time. Consequentty, in the long run' ¡f all his responses

were correct, ! pushed the same number of each possibílíty in

the irrelevant dimensíons of colour and positíon" Shape was

the relevant dimension; ín Task 1 squaresu and in Task 2 circles.

P roceduJe

Testing was administered one half-hour prior to and fol-

Iowing the large meal of the day, the noon meal. !s tested
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before eating were under 4 hours deprivation (moderate g). Ss

tested after the noon meal were under less than one half-hour

deprivation (low !). A full descríption of the task administra-

tion is presented in Appendix! (same as for Task Dl of Experi-

ment l). Instructions are presented ín Appendix 4. Each

correct response was rewarded in the same fashion aS in Experi-

ment l.

Experimental Design

In order to compensate for the few !s avai lable, ä ffiixed

designo deprívatíon by grouPs by !s analysis of variance, htas

used. Also tasks vúere counterbalanced and nested vuithin groups

by deprivation conditions. In other words one half of the Ss

of each group htere administered tasks ín a reverse order at

that admÍnistered to the other half. Groups were equated for

both deprivation experience and PrevÍous speed of discrimina-

tion performance. Group I received deprívation fol lowed by non-

deprivation. Group 2 received non-deprívation followed by

deprivatíon. Assignment of 9s to grouPs and order of task ad-

mi n i strat ion are surrunar ized i n Tabl e 4.

¡ ¡. RESULTS

As was done ín Experirnent l, all !s who did not learn

to criterion were assigned a score of B0 for the purpose of

applying an analysis of variance to the data. lnspection of

the trials to criterion data revealed a correlation between

rïreans and variances. This correlation was lessened by perform-
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Table 4

Admínistration of Testing and Assignment of Subjects to Groups

Group Number of !s lst session 2nd sessíon

1a

lb

2a

2b

3

3

3

3

Flungry- - Task

Hung ry- - Task

Not hungry--Task

Not hungry--Task

Hungry- - Task

Hung ry- - Task

1

2

Not

Not

hung ry- - Task

hung ry- - Task

2

I

I

2

2

1

ing a sguare root transformation on the rautt scores, so tl'lat the

distributíon of the data more closely met the assumption under-

lyíng the analysis of variance. A mixed design was applied

between mean root trials to criterion classified by groups,

deprívation conditíons and Ss" The analysis is surlmarized in

Table 5 and Íllustrated in Figure 6.

Although none of the terms was significant, the contrast

between the negative slope of Group 2 and the positive slope of

Group 1, illustrated in Flgure 6, suggested applicatíon of the

same type of analysis of variance on the sarne scores reclassified

by groups by !s by temporal order of task administratíon. The

effect of reclassíficatíon was to reverse the slope of the line

drawn between the deprived and non-depríved points of Group 2

(see Figure 6a). This manipulatíon appeared to change the pat-

tern of F ratíos (see Table 6), but again none was significant,

Figure 6a shows â trend towards íncreased number of tríals to
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criteríon in the second admínistration of testing. This appeared

to be more pronounced in Group l, the group that received depri-

vation fi rst.
The latency scores were transformed to reciprocals to

correct for the positive skewness of the curve showing the dis-

tríbution of the values for the latency scores. The data were

classified according to groups, deprívation conditions and Ss.

A mixed model of the analysis of variance, used on the average

reciprocal latency scores (surnrnarized ín Table 7), indicated

that there hrere no significant main effects or interactions"

The data illustrated in Figure 7 suggested no necessity for the

appl ication of the same analysis to reclassif ied scores as htas

done with the trials to criterion data. Because the latency

scores were suggestive of some differences between groups at

both levels of deprivation, performance on ên earlier task (D!)

of ExperÍment I was examined. A t-test was applied between

Group I and Group 2 on the average reciprocal latency scores of

these !s in task Dl of Experiment l. A significant difference

ïìras found (t = 3.O1 , df = 10, p( 0,01; two ta:il) between the

groups. Thís dífference suggested that there was an initial

bías in the assignment of !s to groups (Group 2 shorter latencíes

than Group 1). The explanation of the trends in the data there-

fore took this bias into account. ln short, latency d¡d not

reflect any group differences between tasks.

It was decided that a clarífication of the possible

effects of this initial latency bias on the other measure of



Table 5

Analysis of Variance of fhe Square Root of the Nurnber of Trials to

Criteríon for fhe Effects of Deprivation Conditions, Counierbalanced

Groups and Sub iects

Source df /,{s F

Between Subjecfs 23

Groups I l"l2 ¿.1

Error (trefween I 22 5,14

lV¡th¡n Subjects 24

DeprÎvation Condítîon I O.92 ¿l

Groups x Deprivafïon l 1.26 l"OO

Error twithinl 22 9"26

Tota | 47
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Table 6

Analysis cf Variance of fhe Square Roof of the Number of Tríals

fo Críterion for the Effecfs of Temporal Order of Task Adminîsfration,

Counferba I anced Groups and Subjects

Source df l.¡s F

Between Subjects 2þ

Groups I l"l2 ¿l

Error (betr,veenl 22 5.14

tTî th î n Sub ject s 24

Temporal Order of Task AdnrinisfrafÎon

{ lst vs 2ndl | | "28 l.A2

Groups x Task Order 
' 

O'90 1l

Error (r,^rithin) 22 1"26

Tota | 47
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taD te I

Analysís of Variance of the Average Recîprocal Latency of

Response for ihe Effects of Deprivation CondÎfions, Counterbalanced

Groups and Subjects

Source df r''rtrS F

Between Subjecfs 23

Groups I 37 "21 <l

Error {bettnveen't 22 47 "25

V/¡th¡n Subjects 24

Deprivation I lO.4¡ 1l

Groups x Deprivafion | 24.5t 2"41

Error {v,¡ífhÌn} 22 10"67

Tota I 47
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acqui sition, trial s to crí teríonu utas needed, Therefore a

Pearson product-moment correlation ldas cqnPuted, comparíng the

ini tial latency scores i (f i rst five trials of testing) to the

number of trials to criterion (both measures combined across

groups, i.êo classif ication of !s by grouPs htas ignored). The

correlation (r = O.02, df = 10) indicated that as initial laten-

cy did not correlate highly with speed of learning the latency

bías probably d¡d not affect the trials to criterion comparisons.

As the average reciprocal latency and the mean root trlals

to críterion data showed very little change between deprivation

and non-deprivation a closer examinatíon of the results was

conducted (as in Experíment ¡ ). A Pearson product-moment cor-

relation was computed comparing number of tríals to criterion

to average reciprocal latency across Ss. In the non-depriva-

tion condition the correlation was negligible (r = O.02, df = 4).

In the deprivation condition the correlation was larger, but

stíll very smalt (r = O.29, df = 4), As these correlations hrere

weak but consistent with those of Experiment I an attempt was

made to clarify the correlation by comparÍng latency and Per

cent correct in Experiment ll. A Pearson product-moment corre-

lation was calculated for average reciprocal latency and per cent

correct over Vincentized trials (8 equisections) as shown in

Figure 8. For !s under deprivation there was a correlation of

0.935 (p(0.01, df = 6) between the two measures. For Ss under

no deprívatíon there was a correlation of O.197 between the same

tvìro measures, Although these two correlations are no doubt an
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est¡mat¡on of some Smal I Positive correlatíon since both are

calculated across trials and therefore are on related data,

this does not seriously hinder the interpretatíon of a cornparí-

sons between their magnitudes. lf one has two measures of a

Ss performance, both índicatÍve of learning but each measuríng

a different aspect of performance, such as latency and per cent

correct, and these two measures correlate highly wíth one another,

one can be reasonably certain that the ! is oriented to the task

in at least two ways. lf, however, in a dÍfferent situation

these two measures do not correlate highly then there ís a possi-

bílity that either or both are reflective of sorne other type of

non-task oriented performance which would lessen the strength

of the correlation. The pattern of results, observation of the

Ss during testing and reference to the literature (Cotton,1953;

King, 1955) favour an ínterpretation of the effects of g, in

this post-hoc analysis, in terms of the el imination of random

varÍations ín performance. lt appeared to decrease both fast

ínappropriate responses and slow Ínterfered with responses per-

haps ( in view of Figure 8i more of the former than the latter.
These randorn varíations may have been producing a low correla-

tíon ratio between the two measures of acguisition under the

low drive condition.

An atternpt was made to analyze the positíon tentencies

by several different methods. However there were too many tíes

ín both the learning and positíon preference data for any reason-

ably powerful analysis. lnspection of the data did appear to

índicate a trend toward a dírect relation between number of
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tríals to criterion and extent of position preferences (the

trend found in Experiment l).



CHAPTER V

DISCUSSI0N: EXPERIMENT | |

Although there were no significant group differences in

the trials to criterion data, the relatíonships in the data

suggested that food deprivation tended to improve performance

(see Figu re 6 and 6a), However this improvement utas only apPar-

ent in Group 7, the grouP which received deprivation on the

first testing session and not in the second, This is in con-

trast to Group 2 where there was a slight non-significant de-

crement in performance under the deprívatÍon condítion. The

reason proposed for these differentíal trends is that there was

something intrinsically associated with the first administra-

tion (not first tasks as tasks hrere counterbalanced) that made

its solution easíer, lt was perhaps a motivational effect

caused by an interaction between (1) novelty of the hypothesis

needed to learn the discriminatíon; (2) temporal variables

associated with task administration; and (3) the accumulatíon

of exploratory drive as a function of performÍng the same motor

skill for a large number of trials. lt may also have been

attributable to the fact that four of the twelve Ss d¡d not

reach criterion, therefore differential learning data was lost

for these four Ss"

Although the assignment of Ss to groups díd not aPPear

to be random wíth respect to latency Scores this bias d¡d not

show as a main effect ín the analysis of the reciprocal latency
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scores. The performance of both Groups 1 and 2 did not aPPear

to change over deprivation conditions or task administration

sessions (see Figure 7i. Perhaps thís is an indication of the

relative ínsens¡t¡víty of latency as a measure of dÍscrimination

learning. in sußrmary, measures on latency could not be con-

sidered as supportive of any but the null hypothesis.

The post-hoc correlations between latency and per cent

correct over VincentÍzed tr¡âls indicated that there was a

greater but non-significant corresPondence between these two

measures ín the experimental than in the control condition. lf

this trend is valíd, ít can be ínterpreted as evidence that the

deprÍvation tended to decrease the effects of random variations

in performance in the experimental group. lt can also be inter-

preted ín terms of attentiveness of the Ss to the task. A high

correlation might indicate that the Ss htere oriented to the

task and attempting to learn ¡t. A low correlation might

índícate that they utere periodícal ly emítting resPonses other

than those required to demonstrate acguísition, They may have

been exploring the sítuation as a rat does an alley or they may

have been placing other controls on their responding such as

speed or accuracy. Perhaps the reason why these effects !'rere

not apparent in the other analyses of trials to critenion and

latency scores was either because they blere not strong enough

or because faster learning is not a necessary result of stable

(consístent across two measures) performance'



CHAPTER VI

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The eflects of drive on trials to críterion and latencv

Neither 18 hours (h¡gh D) nor 4 hours (moderat" g)2 food

deprivation signíficantly increased the speed of acguisition of

a simple discrimination task over that recorded under 0 hours

(low D) deprivation. Also there were no group differences in

reciprocal latency scores. Vincentizíng both latency and per-

cent correct data (Figures 4,5, and B) yielded what appeared

to be a weak trend toward a superioríty of the deprived Ss.

Although this lack of differences may reflect the actual

effects of q on discrimination learning several other possibi I ¡-

ties can be explored. Certainly bhe number of !s employed could

have been too small to show the effects of D. The interruption

of the eating schedule involved in the high I manípulation may

have dísrupted performance and thereby prevented the effects of

-U frqr being operative. The moderate I manipulation may have

been too weak to produce any group differences. Because of the

differential learning abi I ity and differential anxíety (Mednick,

1955, 1958) of the !s, I may have facilitated acguisition of

sorne but actually inhibited acquisítion in others. Exploratory

dríve, resulting from the increased boredon¡ from continually

making therrrighttt same motor response may have produced inhibi-

tion especially in the acquisÍtíon data collected in the latter
Zlt is not proposed that these-two manipYlalions gfg are com-
parable as'twb levels of a drive manipirlation. l'loderate D

-i;;ã¿;¿-io-emptoy a more aàequate stätistical desisn.
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tasks. !s may have been trresponding to the stronger motives

afforded then¡ by the (situatÍonal) impedernentêrr as is character-

i stic of 'ral I human chi ldrenrr (Harlow, 1959, P' 530).

Cornparisons of response rneasures as indications of dríve

It is possible that ! affects performance measures more

than it affects the actual acquisition of a habit reguíred in a

discrimination task. This is analagous to Hullrs differentiation

between the effects of D on learning and performance varíables'

The mechanísm through whích this may take place is the reduction

of competing responses, but not exactly in the way Cotton (1953)

and King (1955) state. ¡t appears that rather than reducing

choice time or increasing speed of acquisition I increases the

correlation between latency and the more direct measures of

acguisition. lf this possibility is valíd it would allow one

to concentrate on examining the effects of I on the interrela-

tions of a seríes of measures taken during acquisition. lf

this series of measures urere highly correlated then one could

assume that a S is oriented to a task at least Ín the ways the

performance measures indicated" That is, if one had tlrto measures

of a !ts performance and they were hîghly correlated then it

could be Ínferred that the S was pr¡marily oriented to that task'

lf they díd not correlate then it could be inferred that ! was

not cornpletely oriented to the task, because hi s performance

was not consistent across two response measures defined by the

task,
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Although this explanatíon is theoretically feasÍble, one

might expect fron¡ an increased oríentation, a decrease in laten-

cy. This d¡d not occur because, (1) it may not be a valid de'

duction, or (2) the effects of ! were not strong enough to pro-

duce such differences in so few !s. lt was interesting to note

that a correlation between tríals to criterion and latency

across.ss indicated a very weak relation, but the relation was

much stronger in a comparison between Per cent correct and la-

tency. This raises the possibilíty that what was found was a

spurious correlationu a rather high estimatíon of a rel iable

but small correlation between acquisition measures over trials.
In a ser¡es of post-hoc analyses, it was found that ín

Experiment I latency was correlated with trials to críterion in

both Group E, and Group C. trleither correlation was signif icant

but Group !, had a hígher coefficient. UsÍng the same two mea '
sures on the data of Experiment I I there was â weaker trend but

in the sâme direction. However, in Experiment ll a correlation

between reciprocal latency and per cent correct over Vincen-

tized trials was significant in the experimental condition but

not ín the control condition. These correlations are interpre-

ted as demonstrating an increase in task oriented responses or

a decrease of randomly occurring non-task-oriented competing

responses which could íncrease or decrease the average latency

of response.
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The role of position preferences in a two-choice situation

Before learning occurred each ! was responding to the

apparatus and presumabl y attempt í ng to reach cr ¡ ter ¡on" Flouse

and Zeaman (tgl+s) and Lobb (1966) have found that retarded !s
respond primari ly to one position choíce during thi s period

before acquisition. The results of the present study aPpear

to show that the psychotic !s emPloyed were responding to one

position choice depending uPon how long it took them to learn

the task. ln Experíment I there was a high correlation between

speed of acquisition and extent to t¡uhich !s responded to one

position choíce. ln Experiment I I the same trend appeared

although there utere too many ties to apply an analysis. This

trend toward making Position resPonses may have been the Fê-

sult of a gradual strengthening of position habits whích would

occur more noticeably ín the slower learning Ss as they had

been administered a greater number of trials. Frustrative non-

reward theory would predict this result in that a Positíon

hypothesis, once chosen by a!, would be reinforced on a Par-

t¡at reinforcement schedule and therefore be quickly strength-

ened (Amsel and Ward, 1965), Posítion responses predominated

(greater than 95 Per cent) in several Ss who did not reach

criterion. This suggests, that contrary to Harlowrs statement

(1g5g) position responses are a large source of error varia-

tíon. The difference between Harloutts stâtement and these data

may be that Harlohr uses an elaborate analysis that excludes a
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large number of responses which are considered here as demonstra-

tive of position preferences.

Suqqestions for further research

l. The results suggest that further investigations

should be conducted to determine the effects of I on a series

of performance measures. Perhaps I affects acquisition in such

a hray that there would occur higher intercorrelations between

al I response measures.

2" During the administration of testíng i t appeared

that a number of !s were respondíng to aspects of the stimuli

and apparatus other than the ones required for learning. As

well as thisn Group 1 of Experiment tl appeared to perform

better on the fírst administration session than in the second.

These aspects of performance ìdere interpreted as indicative of

an attempt on the part of the !s to find novel characteristics

in the testing situation. Perhaps this search for novelty might

be used in combination wíth hunger or alone as a manipulable

drive varíable,

3, An attenrpt must be made to keep the testing inter-

nally consistent. In the present study !s developed a Posit¡ve

attltude to the testing situation; only one showed any resis-

tance to testing. Hot'lever, successful completion of the task

ended testing, Thís appeared to Produce a conflict whích was

decrerr¡ental to performance espec ial I y i n the faster I earn í ng !s.
4. Desp,i.te failure to show any signifícant changes in
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direct measures of acqulsitíon as a result of the deprivation

manipulation, it is possible that a different method might have

been successful, From the experience of the present study,

ínterruption of a ! just befone he was going to eat would apPear

potenti al ly successful,

5. IntroductÍon of interpolated intervals during which

exploratory behavior, arising from rePeated performance of the

same motor response, could be satisfied would probabfy aid in

the measurement of any motivational manípulation.



CHAPTER VI I

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Ttuelve psychotic chÍldren (ages 5.7 to I ,25) f rom Thistle-

tohrn Hospital were administered a series of símple discrimínation

tasks in an attempt to evaluate the role of food deprivation as

a variable ín acquisition. !s were required to choose the

correct stimulus from thro I ighted panels presented and press ít

to receive a food reward of one Corn Chex.

The hypothesis that food deprivation would increase the

rate of acquisition of a simple discrimination task was not

upheld" A number of Fon-signíficant trends ín the data appeared

to indicate that ! may Íncrease the intercorrelation between

response measures and thereby improve performance' The'

mechanism,sthrough whïch this takes place may be a reduction

in non-task oríented responses.

A number of suggestions btere made concerning the need to

examine (1) the role of position preferencesi (2) comparisons

of performance measures under various I conditíonsi (3) the role

of exploratory behavior as a motivational variable in discrimina-

tion learning; and {4) a less anxiety Provoking but more poþrer-

ful manipulation of hunger.

It is concluded that D may affect performance through an

oríentation factor, but the measurement of such effects was

beyond the scope of this studY,
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APPEND I X A

lnstructions to subiects: Experiment I

Pretraíníng. ''H¡ (name of chÍld). How are you today?

(pause) Corne over here and sít down, okay. (A short conversa-

tion was carried on with ! dependíng on how S reacted to the

testing sítuation) | want you to play a game with meo okay?

See this tree? (point) ! want you to hide your eyes while I

put the tree under one of these boxes (pointíng). Then I want

you to open your eyes and guess which box the tree ís under,

0kay?

Now you híde youc' eyes whÍ le I hide the tree, Close

them tightly" (-Ef then placed the tree beneath one of the

boxes and slid the boxes ínto place ín front of S.) Okay, noh,

open your eyes _â blhích

had made a choice by lífting
El said, in appropríate terms

(wrong ) one.¡t

box i s the tnee under? (When S

or pointing at one of the boxes,

öâ.¿.) Yes (No), thatrs the right

Paragraph two of the ínstructions was repeated for each

tr¡al administratíon.

Response Training. ilH¡ eome in and sit down

here, okay. What have you been doing today? (pause) Remember

what we díd yesterday? (pause) l¡fell today r¡re are goÎng to do

something almost the same, but with this (poíntíng to the appar-

atus), You see tlrese two brindows? T{ell I want you to look at

them and when the light comes on I want you to press your finger

against one of the windows, Press either rrrindow you want" it



doesntt matter which one you press. Do Ít like this (demonstrate),

l$ow you try it" Remernber, push either window when the f Íght co!"nes

of'l o 
ll

E1 responded to each choice by saying, 'rGood. Thatrs ¡t.
Herets a piece of cereal.'r !f ! was slow to respond in any

t r i al , E 1 sa íd, trP ress one of the wi ndows.'l

Fifteen trials were administered and then E1 saíd, 'rNoÌ'r

ure are going to do something just a I ittle bit dífferent.rl

Response Differentiation, "You wait t¡ll the light comes

on and then you press one of the wi ndows, Push the one you

think ís ríght, okay? (pause) lf you push the right one, I'Il
g ive you a p ¡ece of cereal .r¡

-Ef repeated the instructions to push the right one on

any trial in whích ! was slow to respond. -Ef responded to

correct choices by sayingrrrThatrs the ríght one, and herers a

piece of cereal.rr Et responded to íncorrect choices by saying,

'rThatts the wrong one. Therers no piece of cereal for that one"rl

Tri al s ri{ere admin i stered unt í | S attained 7 success ive

correct responses.

Initial Discrimination. rrHi ___c How are you today?

(pause) Remember what we did before? Wel I today hte are going

to do sornething just a I ittle bit different. You !úatch the

windows and when the light comes on you push the one you think

is ríght. Each tíme you push the right one, ltll give you a

piece of cereal. 0kay? Now wait t¡ll the light comes on.'l

Slow responders were told on subsequent trials to Press



the right one. RiSht and wrong responses were treated the same

as in Response Differentiation, Admini stration of trials stoPPed

according to Table 2.

Extinctiono ttH¡ _. (pause) Remember what we did

before? Well today it Ís going to be just a little bit differ-

ent. When the tight comes on I want you to play with the win-

dows for as long as you I ike, but lrm not goÍng to give you any

cereal, You play with the wíndows for as long as you like.

htlren you l¡rant to stop tel I me or cqne over here,rl

_E1 stepped over to one side of the room, !s were asked

every 20 tríals whether they wanted to stop, When Ss stopped

they had to walk away from the apparatus when some stimul i

were on the panels and the projector was on.

!nstructíons to subiects: Experiment | |

Instructions to Ss were the same for all tasks in Exper-

Íment ll" They hrere as fol lows:

. Remernber what we did before? (pause) Wel t'IH¡

today ¡t is going to be just a little bít diffenent" When the

light comes on you Press the window you think is right' lrll

give you a piece of cereal for every one that you get right.

hfhen you fínd out which is the right one you keep pressing it

until ! tel I you to stop. Qkay? Wait til I the I ight comes onorl



APPEND I X B

Descríption of tasks and stimul i: -Experiment I

Fretrainíng. ! covered hís (her) eyes and E, placed a

toy evergreen tree beneath a ye!low box and shuffled the posi-

tion of the two boxes (one black and one yel low), ! was then

asked to uncover hÍs (her) eyes and torrfind the treerr. A

maximum of 20 trials was adminístered.

Response Trainíng. WhÍte light !úas projected onto both

pânels of the display unit. S nas required to press either
panel for a food reÌvard.

Response Differentíation. A bright yellow hue was pro-

jected onto one of the two panels in a random order, l{othing

was projected onto the opposite panel. ! was required to press

the bright yellow panel for a food reward,

Initial Díscri4inqtion" Shaded and unshaded tríangles

varying in size from one half inch ín area to one and one half

inches in area (each pair was equal ïn size) displayed on red

and green backgrounds were projected onto the panels in simul-

taneous pairs. S uras reguired to choose the shaded triangle
irrespective of the coloun of the background for a food reward,

Extinction. The stirnul i of Task Dl were projected in

the same manner onto the panels" !s were told torlplay as long

as they liked" andrrto tell E1 when they díd not htant to play

anymore." !s hrere also told that correct responses would not

be rewarded, therefore, no response was reurarded, verbally or

with food.



Description of tasks and stimuli: Experiment ll
Task l. Red and yellow stars and squares (approximately

one and one half Square inches in area) were Projected onto the

panels in simultaneous pairs. S was reguired to choose the

square irrespective of the colour of the background and the

specific panel on which it was displayed for a food reward.

Task 2. Circles and hearts (approximately one and one

half square ínches in area) displayed on blue and green back-

grounds were projected onto the panels ín simultaneous pairs.

S was required to choose the circle irrespective of the colour

of the background and the specific panel on which it was dis-

played for ê food reward.


